The purpose of this paper is to propose a new peak-to-peak exponential direct learning law (P2PEDLL) for continuous-time dynamic neural network models with disturbance. Dynamic neural network models trained by the proposed P2PEDLL based on matrix inequality formulation are exponentially stable, with a guaranteed exponential peak-to-peak norm performance. The proposed P2PEDLL can be determined by solving two matrix inequalities with a fixed parameter, which can be efficiently checked using existing standard numerical algorithms. We use a numerical example to demonstrate the validity of the proposed direct learning law.
Introduction
Remarkable progress has been made recently in the field of neural networks due to their advantages in overcoming several problems such as learning ability, parallel computation, fault tolerance, and function approximation. New and exciting applications appear frequently in combinatorial optimization, signal processing, control, and pattern recognition and most aim to improve the stability and performance of neural networks [] .
The use of neural networks in applications such as optimization solvers or associative memories requires analysis of the stability of the neural networks. We have two main categories in stability analysis of neural networks: stability of neural networks [-] and stability of learning laws [-] . This paper focuses on obtaining a new robust learning method for disturbed neural networks. Essentially, if identification or tracking errors in neural networks are analyzed, stable learning methods for neural networks can be obtained. Previous authors [] who used neural network models to simultaneously identify and control nonlinear systems studied the stability conditions of learning laws. In [], a modification of the dynamic backpropagation was proposed under NL q stability constraints. In [, , , ], the passivity concept was applied to obtain learning laws for neural networks. Identification or modeling errors always exist between neural network models and unknown nonlinear systems. Thus, extensive modification of either the backpropagation algorithm or the normal gradient algorithm is required [, , , ]. Despite these advances in stable learning of neural networks, the previous research results were derived solely from neural networks without disturbances. However, in real physical systems, model uncer-http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/68 tainties and external disturbances always occur. Thus, obtaining learning algorithms for dynamic neural networks with external disturbances is of practical importance. Ahn [-] recently proposed several robust training algorithms for dynamic neural networks, switched neural networks, and fuzzy neural networks with external disturbances.
The peak-to-peak norm approach (also known as the induced L ∞ norm approach in control engineering) introduced in [-] is recognized as an efficient method for handling various systems with bounded noises or disturbances because we can obtain general stability results using bounded input and output measurements. This raises a question about the possibility of obtaining a peak-to-peak norm based learning algorithm for dynamic neural networks. In this paper, we provide an answer to this interesting question. As far as we are aware, no result published on training law has yet considered the peakto-peak norm performance for dynamic neural networks. Thus, this research topic still remains unresolved and challenging.
In this paper, we prove, for the first time, the existence of a new robust learning law that considers the peak-to-peak norm performance for dynamic neural networks with external disturbance. This new learning law is called a peak-to-peak exponential direct learning law (PPEDLL). A new matrix inequality condition for the existence of the PPEDLL is proposed to ensure that neural networks are exponentially stable with a guaranteed peakto-peak norm performance. Based on matrix inequality formulation with a fixed parameter, the proposed learning law can be designed by solving two matrix inequalities, which can be checked easily using standard numerical software [, ] . In contrast to the existing work [, , , ] on learning algorithms for continuous-time neural networks, the advantage of our work is that we can deal with the worst-case peak value of the state vector for all bounded peak values of external disturbance in learning algorithm effectively. This paper is organized as follows. In Section , we propose a new peak-to-peak exponential direct learning law of dynamic neural networks with disturbance. In Section , a numerical example is given, and finally, conclusions are presented in Section .
Peak-to-peak exponential direct learning law
Consider the following neural network:
where
ear vector field, and G ∈ R n×k is a known constant matrix. The element functions θ i (x) (i = , . . . , p) are usually selected as sigmoid functions. In this paper, given a prescribed level of disturbance attenuation γ > , we find a new PPEDLL such that the neural network () with d(t) =  is exponentially stable and
, where κ is a positive constant.
A new peak-to-peak exponential direct learning law is given in the following theorem. 
If the weight matrices W (t) and V (t) are updated as
then the neural network () is exponentially stable with a guaranteed exponential peak-topeak norm bound γ .
Proof The neural network () can be represented bẏ
where K ∈ R n×n is the gain matrix of the PPEDLL. Then we obtaiṅ
x(t) = (A + K)x(t) + Gd(t). ()
One of the possible weight selections [W (t) V (t)] to fulfill () (perhaps excepting a subspace of a smaller dimension) is given by This learning law is just an algebraic relation depending on x(t), which can be evaluated directly. Taking into account that [, , ]
() http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/68 the direct learning law () can be rewritten as
Consider the following Lyapunov function:
The time derivative of L(t) along the trajectory of () iṡ
The matrix inequality () gives [, ]
If we pre-and post-multiply () by
respectively, we have
which ensures
from (). Thus, we have
Taking the supremum over t ≥  leads to (). When d(t) = , we havė
We also have
where λ min (P) is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix P. It follows from () that
Thus, the exponential stability of the neural network () is guaranteed. Introducing a change of variable PK = Y , <  is equivalently changed into the matrix inequality (). Then the gain matrix of the PPEDLL is given by K = P - Y . The direct learning laws ()-() are changed into ()-(). This completes the proof.
Remark  () and () are bilinear matrix inequalities (BMI). Thus, solving the feasibility problem of () and () is difficult. A global optimization method, such as branch and bound, is required for guaranteed convergence to the global optimum of a BMI problem because the BMI problem is not convex [] . However, we can solve the BMI problem by solving the LMI problem for a fixed variable. For a fixed positive scalar λ, () and () are linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Several LMI problems can be solved efficiently by using recently developed convex optimization algorithms [] . In this paper, we utilized MATLAB LMI Control Toolbox [] to solve the LMI problem.
Numerical example
Consider the neural network () with the following parameters:
, τ = . http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/68
Figure 1 State trajectories of neural network.
We fix λ = . Solving ()-() with γ = . and κ =  yields
Figure  shows state trajectories when the initial conditions are given by
and the external disturbance d i (t) (i = , ) is given by a Gaussian noise with mean  and variance . In Figure  , we can see that the proposed PPEDLL attenuates the effect of the external disturbance d(t) on the state variable x(t). Figures  and  show the evolutions of the weights W (t) and V (t), respectively. Since an external disturbance d(t) exists in the neural network (), the weights are bounded around the origin. This result is particularly useful when we deal with robust identification and control problems using neural networks [].
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proved the existence of the PPEDLL, which is a new class of robust learning laws, for dynamic neural networks with external disturbance. The PPEDLL based on two matrix inequalities was proposed to ensure that neural networks are exponentially stable with a guaranteed peak-to-peak norm performance. A numerical simulation demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed PPEDLL. Our expectation is that the PPEDLL proposed in this paper can be applied to several identification and control problems using neural networks. Implementation of the PPEDLL using hardware will require that we continuously store state information of neural networks because it uses
